
 About Us

LionRock Capital is a single family office based in Singapore. We adopt an endowment style 
model for the consistent and steady growth of our portfolio. We compound our capital by 

investing in the highest quality franchises, management teams and funds that are pursuing large 
and structural growth opportunities. LionRock’s portfolio is invested globally and comprises 
direct investments in public markets and fund and direct investments in private markets. We 

believe that a long term orientation is key to compounding capital, and accordingly, each 
investment is held for multiple years. Our CEO is hands-on and has 30 years of investing 
experience. Our employees have been with us for an average of 11 years each.

The
LionRock
Fellowship

The LionRock Fellowship is a fully remote, part-time
independent study program offering university students

with the opportunity to research industry areas and stock
ideas with the mentorship and guidance of finance

professionals at LionRock.



 Fellowship Details

Application Requirements

Next Steps

Offered to up to 5 students per session
Two 3 month sessions per year (Aug - Oct and Jan - Mar) during the academic year
Part-time with a time commitment of 7-10 hours a week for 3 months
Fully remote with most interactions happening on zoom
Each fellow will work on one specific project for the duration of the Fellowship
Monthly formal group sessions with the CEO and mentorship and discussion sessions with the team
$500 per month per student stipend; $1,000 bonus to the best project

Pursuing a business degree or MBA in a Singaporean Institute of Higher Learning
Singaporean citizen or Permanent Resident
Good quantitative skills and knowledge of basic finance concepts
Good grasp of Microsoft Excel and can do financial modeling
Able to commit 7 - 10 hours per week to research and preparing analysis
Able to work independently and are a self starter

Email fellowship@lionrock.com with the following documents:
Cover letter outlining your relevant academic qualifications, previous experience and why 
this fellowship is important to you and what you can contribute
A resume

www.lionrock.com fellowship@lionrock.com


